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tnduige yourself with the elegantly
luxurious Victoria & Albed volcanic
limestcne bathtubs
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;<i:i ontinuing to gain interna_ional

l:i -_-recognition for its freestanding
''r-;::i..' bathtub designs and fresh from

winning the 2010 GOOD DESIGN award,
the luxurious British label Victoria & Albert
represents the next evolution in bathtubs
for the modern bathroom

Victoria & Albert specialises in creating
the perfect baths, bridging the gap
between art and functionality and all this
is rnade possible by the highly durable
material known as QUARRYCAST.

With its amazing thermal properties,
this blend of finely ground voicanic
limestone and high performance resins
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takes the visual and tactile appeal of tubs
to a higher level. Warm to the touch and
naturally insulating, this compound keeps
bathwater at just the right temperature,
allowing for longer, more relaxing bathing
moments.

Naturally white, scratch resistant and
renewable, Victoria & Alberl's one-piece,
hand finished tubs are exceptionally
strong, vion't creak or flex and are easily
drillable on-site, making customised
installations a breeze.

As the stone-rich alternative to both cast
iron and acrylic, this world class material
allows large and complex shapes to be

i d 'r ,ii.; r i lr..Jt; : The Toulouse
is a deep, clouble ended
bateau bath lfiat feat!res a
streamlined built-in oyerflow - a
fiFt for Victoria & Albert.

i.r rii;: ;,,Y,i TheAfiialfifeatures
sofdy cff toured sides that
descend gmcefully to the floor
unclutlered bywaste pip€ wo.k
and an extended backrest that
provides full head support.
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u*Waffi?"l tO thg toueh and naturany
insulating, volcanic limestone bathtubs keep
bathwater at just the right temperature"

cast in one flowing, seamless piece and is
backed with a 2S-year domestic warranty

The creative ieam at Vrctoria &Albert
continues to push the envelope, producing
new shapes and designs that do not
compromise beauty and performance,
hoping to bring a piece of art to your
home be it contemporary or traditional.

Strikingly elegant and supefuly
functional, the complete collection
by Victoria & Albert is packed with
inspirational designs created to provide
every personal bathroom experience
imaginable. Offering a tull line of options
that include soaking tubs, clawfoot baths,
airspa and freestanding tubs, the entire
range is available to compliment the
classic, the contemporary as well as the
premium design styles.

Its new collection of tubs, the Toulouse,
is the first Premium range tub to cany a
classical design demeanour. Inspired by
the French double-ended bateau baths
first seen in the '1860s, Toulouse uses
QUARRYCAST instead of dealing with the
impracticalities of the traditional tinned
copper which the original baths used.
Its elegant design is ideal for those who
want a more traditional look that suits a
contemporary setting.

Victoria & Albert's Premium baths range
include the Ravello, Amalfi and ios series,
all accompanied with matching basins,
as well as the Napoli, which was boldty
conceived as a low slung single piece

of shetl, offering the simplicfu of rimless
bathing combined with extreme comfort
and a low step-in height.

As the ultimate statement in quality and
style, the Victoria & Albert prestigious bath
line highlights uniqueness by incorporaling
different sets of features like full head
support, low step-in height and side by
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side bathing for two people, rnaking bath
time an unbelievably comfortable process"

Believing that bathing experiences and
lifestyles go hand in hand, every Victoria &
Albert bathtub aims to add sophistication
and elegance to any bathroorn. c

Victoria & Alb€rt is available exclusively at
Equip-D€ign & Supply Sdn Bhd.

Equip-Ilesign & Supply Sdn Bhd
Address: Lot 52-23.00,2nd Floo4 FahrenhdtSS,
179, Jahn Bukit Entang,55100 Kuala lurnpur
Phonq 603-2141 O582
Website: www.equip-d€sign,cofi
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FtiOfJ TOF: Toulouse is insFired by lhe F ench doubleended bateau baths first seen in the 186Os; lhe ergonomicaliy
cortoured shape of Amalfi is €ss€ntial for thos€ long luxurio{$ soaks,
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